
Ariel Dynamics Inc. Media Library - Video
Murofushi

Code adi-vid-01010
Title Murofushi

Subtitle World Championships Track & Field
Description Spectacular hammer throw from a Japanese hero.

Subject Track and Field
Duration 00:00:40

URL https://arielweb.com/videos/play/adi-vid-01010
Date 2003-10-01 09:35:52

Label Approved
Privacy Public

The video provided does not contain enough information or context to create a synopsis. Please provide a more detailed or
comprehensive text.

Model Id: gpt-4-0613
Created on: 2023-09-19 00:09:35
Processing time: 00:00:03.5070000
Total tokens: 55

Audio transcription

Frame # Time Spoken text
0. 00:00:00 The
1. 00:00:07 World
2. 00:00:15 Anyway is
3. 00:00:35 you
4. 00:00:37 you

This PDF-document has been auto-generated from a video file by arielweb-ai-bot v1.2.2023.0926 on 2023-09-28 03:47:05 without
human intervention. In case of errors or omissions please contact our aibot directly at ai@macrosport.com.

Video filename: adi-vid-01010-murofushi-768kbps.mp4

Copyright Disclaimer
The content and materials provided in this document are protected by copyright laws. All rights are reserved by Ariel Dynamics Inc. Users are prohibited from
copying, reproducing, distributing, or modifying any part of this content without prior written permission from Ariel Dynamics Inc. Unauthorized use or reproduction
of any materials may result in legal action.

Disclaimer of Liability
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information presented on this website/document, Ariel Dynamics Inc. makes no warranties or
representations regarding the completeness, accuracy, or suitability of the information. The content is provided "as is" and without warranty of any kind, either
expressed or implied. Ariel Dynamics Inc. shall not be liable for any errors or omissions in the content or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. Ariel Dynamics
Inc. disclaims all responsibility for any loss, injury, claim, liability, or damage of any kind resulting from, arising out of, or in any way related to the use or reliance
on the content provided herein.
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